Missed counts are commonplace when enumerating fish passing a weir. Typically connect-the-13 dots linear interpolation is used to impute missed passage; however, this method fails to 14 characterize uncertainty about estimates, and cannot be implemented when the tails of a run are 15 missed. Here, we present a statistical approach to imputing missing passage at weirs which 16 addresses these shortcomings, consisting of a parametric run curve model to describe the 17 
Introduction 28
Fish which migrate en masse along river systems during part of their life history provide 29 opportunity to census populations by directly counting passage at a weir. Weirs are relied upon 30 heavily in harvested salmonid systems to provide information for run reconstruction and to guide 31 fishery management decisions, with weir sites typically sighted in upper reaches of river 32 networks and providing estimates of adult spawning escapement after passing through a harvest 33 gauntlet down river (e.g. Fleischman et al. 2013 ). While typically used to assess adult fish 34 migrating into river systems, they can also be used to assess the abundance of out-migrating 35 juvenile fish such as Pacific Salmon smolts (Oncorhynchus spp.; Bradford 1999) . 36
In theory, weirs produce complete enumeration of a fish run passing a point in space, 37 providing a gold standard for accurate enumeration data. In practice, field crews contend with 38 myriad challenges in successfully installing and operating a weir-high water can blow a weir 39 out or make it unsafe to operate, woody debris can overwhelm weir structures, river ice can delay 40 the installation of weirs or require their early removal, and bears can vandalize weirs or harass 41 weir operators (Figure 1 ). Thus, missing data at weirs are a common occurrence leading to 42 partial enumeration of fish populations. 43
Attempts to impute missing data at weirs typically involve a "connect-the-dots" linear 44 interpolation scheme (e.g. Gewin et al. 2005; Johnson et al. 2007 ). This approach is attractive in 45 that it is simple to implement; however, linear interpolation requires a passage observation 46 before and after a missing datum and thus is not an option to impute missing data in the tails of a 47 run when weirs are installed late or pulled early. Furthermore, linear interpolation does not 48 produce estimates of uncertainty for imputed missing passage counts, potentially communicating 49 false precision to users of the data. Another, less frequently adopted, approach to imputation 50 D r a f t 4 which can be implemented with standard spreadsheet software utilizes an expectation-51 maximization algorithm to combine run information across years to impute passage at specific 52 dates, including in the tails of the run (e.g. Van Alen 2000) . The expectation-maximization 53 algorithm based approach asserts run dynamics from observed years to dates with missed 54
passage. As such, the approach necessitates multiple years of data and requires the restrictive 55 assumption that the proportion of a run that passes on a given date is constant across years. 56
An alternative to linear interpolation or expectation-maximization algorithm based 57 imputation is to take an arrival model based approach and implement a statistical framework 58 with which to make inference about passage counts at a weir. Several related efforts have been 59
developed for estimating abundance of fish in streams associated with periodic ground-based 60 stream surveys (e.g. Hilborn et al. 1999 ; Su et al. 2001) . These applications explicitly model the 61 arrival of fish in streams and the "decay" dynamics as fish exit a stream (i.e., become unavailable 62 for detection) through depredation by predators, decomposition, or emigration. The decay model 63 is necessary to avoid double counting of previously observed fish. Subsequently, a probability 64 model is asserted to describe variability of observations about the underlying arrival and decay 65 models describing fish presence in the stream, providing a likelihood for observed fish counts. 66
Total stream abundance enters the model framework as a scalar on the arrival and decay 67 processes and is estimated using the likelihood for the observed data. Hilborn et al. (1999) 68 implemented the approach using maximum likelihood estimation, and Su et al. (2001) extended 69 the approach into a hierarchical Bayesian framework allowing for analysis of multiple years of 70 data in manner which captures across-year correlation in stream arrival and decay processes. Conceptually, weir-based fish counts are simpler than ground-based stream surveys 76 because weir passage is a unidirectional, one-time event. As such, an arrival model can be 77 specified to describe the passage of a run of fish at the weir; however, a decay model which 78 corrects for potential double counting of previously observed fish is unnecessary. Once fit, the 79 arrival model and assessment of variability of realized passage counts about the smooth 80 underlying arrival model can be used to estimate passage counts for missing dates. For 81 example, the arrival model of fish at a weir could be specified as following a cumulative Normal 82 distribution-shaped curve, and the deviations about the smooth arrival model specifying actual 83 weir passages could be modeled as Negative Binomial random variables. Subsequently, the 84 Negative Binomial likelihood model can be used to inform best fitting parameters describing the 85 arrival curve for a dataset of daily passage counts, and ultimately make predictions about missing 86 passage dates. Because the approach is based upon a statistical framework, uncertainty about 87 missing passage estimates can be assessed, for example by providing confidence (or credibility) 88 intervals for missed passage estimates. 89
In this article, we introduce a parametric statistical approach based upon fitted run arrival 90 models in order to impute missing data and estimate total passage at weirs. Models are fit in a 91
Bayesian framework, providing a straightforward means to summarize uncertainty about total 92 run size estimates, arrival model characteristics (e.g. peak run date), and estimates of predicted 93 passage counts on missing-observation dates. Subsequently, information-theoretic model 94 selection is used to assess strength of evidence for different proposed arrival models and 95 observation processes. Estimator performance is tested by simulating weir data modeled after 96 D r a f t 6 Pacific Salmon run dynamics under a suite of missing data scenarios including missing tails, 97 missing peak run days, and data collection efforts of only 5 days a week (the "take weekends 98 off" scenario). Performance of parametric run models is compared against a simple linear 99 interpolation, "connect-the-dots" scheme. Finally, the parametric run curve approach is 100 illustrated on observed weir data for Pacific Salmon runs in the Yukon River, Alaska, drainage. 101
We find that statistical arrival models can be successfully applied to particularly ill-behaved 102 datasets (e.g. missing observations from the tails of the run curve) where linear interpolation can 103 fail dramatically. Furthermore, parametric models provide statistical estimates of arrival 104 dynamics parameters informative for assessing fish phenology. 105
106

Methods 107
The statistical framework implemented to estimate missing data at weirs requires 108 specification of two key processes: i) an underlying run curve model that governs fish arrival 109 dynamics at the weir, and ii) an error model that governs the noise about the smooth arrival 110 model exhibited by a realized fish run and which serves as the likelihood model for the observed 111 weir counts. Subsequently during model fitting, the parameters specifying the shape of the 112 arrival model, a total run size scalar for the arrival model (see below), and the parameters 113 specifying the error process model are estimated. Statistical arrival models are implemented in a 114
Bayesian framework, providing a means to directly estimate missing data while accounting for 115 uncertainty by treating missing daily passage counts as derived parameters for which posterior 116 summaries are generated. The key parameter of interest, total run size, is defined as a derived 117 parameter equal to the sum of all estimated missing daily passage counts plus the known (i.e. 
Statistical models 121
Passage dynamics at the weir are specified by a run arrival curve model that describes the 122 cumulative proportion, ‫‬ ௧ , of the run that has passed the weir at time step, ‫.ݐ‬ In what follows, we 123 define a time step as a 24 hour day; any choice of time step may be implemented, however, 124 passage counts need match the specified time step and daily counts are the most commonly 125 recorded weir data. We implemented three candidate arrival models: a run curve described by where ‫ܨ‬ ே , ‫ܨ‬ ௌே , and ‫ܨ‬ ௌ௧ are notation for the Normal, skew-Normal, and Student's t cumulative 141 distribution functions, respectively, ߤ is the location parameter and ߪ is the scale parameter for 142 the Normal distribution arrival model, ߦ is the location parameter, ߱ is the scale parameter ߙ, 143 is the shape parameter (describing skewness) for the skew-Normal distribution, ߶ is the standard 144 normal density function, and Φ is the standard Normal cumulative distribution function, ߜ is the 145 location parameter, ߛ is the scale parameter, and ߥ the shape (degrees of freedom) for the 146 Student's t distribution. Subsequently, daily passage counts under the arrival model, ܿ ௧ , are 147 calculated by taking the proportion of the run that arrives over a preceding time step multiplied 148 by a total run size scalar, ܵ: 149
To avoid confusion, it is worth emphasizing that the cumulative distribution functions used to 153 specify arrival dynamics do not represent probability models for weir passage counts; they are 154 merely convenient mathematical functions to describe the shape of the arrival curve of fish at a 155
weir. 156
Next, a likelihood for the observed passage counts is specified by asserting a probability 157 model for the process variation about passage counts predicted under the arrival model. We We considered white noise process variation models (eqs. 5-6) and those with lag-1 174 autoregressive (AR(1)) and moving average (MA(1)) serially correlated process variation (e.g. Diffuse priors were specified for fitted parameters (Table 1) . WinBUGS treats missing daily 211 passage counts as parameters to be estimated and thus returns a posterior distribution for the 212 passage estimate for each missing date. The sum of all observed passages and of all estimated 213 passages for missing dates was treated as a derived parameter, returning a posterior distribution 214 for the estimated total run size. Because observed passage counts are known quantities, this 215 estimate of total run only incorporates uncertainty about estimated missing passage counts. 216
WinBUGS does not have native skew-Normal or Student's t cumulative distribution functions. 217
Thus, we implemented a numerical integration routine within WinBUGS models to approximate 218 these cumulative distribution functions following equations 2-3 (Supplement 2, Supplementary 219
Materials). 220
To improve model fitting, we included additional prior information when fitting 221 statistical arrival models by including two dates approximately one month before the start of the 222 run and two dates approximately one month after the end of the run with zero passage counts. 223
Preliminary analyses indicated that inclusion of known zero passage dates improved estimation 224 of arrival models, particularly when observed data was missing for the tails of the run as may 225 occur when a weir begins operation after the commencement of a run or is pulled before the 226 close of a run. The timing of these dates were selected to be far enough before and after the run 227 such that there is high confidence they represent true zero passage dates; these represent a form 228 of prior knowledge because a priori, the timing of the fish run to be modeled isn't known, 229 D r a f t however, analysts typically have enough information about the timing of a run to propose dates 230 early enough and late enough to be true zero passage days. We conducted simulations to test the 231 sensitivity of estimation results to the number and placement of known zero passage dates and 232 found total run size estimates to be robust (Supplement 3, Supplementary Materials). 233
234
Performance testing 235
We compared the performance of the statistical arrival models against a suite of trials in 236 which we simulated fish runs modeled after Pacific Salmon data from the Yukon River (Table  237 2). The basic approach to performance testing involved three phases: i) assert "true" fish run 238 arrival dynamics and simulate realized fish runs with process variation, ii) implement observed 239 fish runs which include missing passage counts (e.g. the initial 15% of the run went unobserved), 240
and iii) estimate missing passage counts and summarize performance. 241
Simulation trials included several plausible scenarios weir operations might experience in 242 the field (Table 2) , including scenarios where the peak of the run was missed (+/-2 days about 243 peak run day), scenarios where tails of the run were missed (initial 15% of run missed), and a 244 scenario of sampling five days a week with weekends off. White noise, AR(1), and MA(1) 245 serially correlated process variation was simulated. In order to constrain the number of 246 simulation scenarios, a selection of Normal and skew-Normal arrival dynamics were simulated; 247 models with Student's t distribution arrival dynamics were not used in performance testing but 248 were fit to case study data (see below). 249
Simulated daily and total passage counts were calculated by asserting a smooth arrival 250 process and then adding process variation noise, following the approach outlined above: latent 251 daily passage counts are calculated as the proportion of an asserted arrival curve that passes on a 252 D r a f t 13 given date multiplied by a total run size scalar, and subsequently, realized daily passages are 253 drawn from probability distributions with expectations equivalent to the latent passage count. 254
We fixed the total run size scalar at 10000 fish for each simulated data set, but because realized 255 true daily passages included process noise, realized total run size typically differed from 10000. 256
Accordingly, subsequent performance of estimators for run size with missing passage counts was 257 assessed relative to the realized true run size for a given simulated data set. 258
Salmon data from Yukon River weirs suggests that daily passage variability scales 259 positively with passage magnitude (e.g. For each simulated fish run, the parameters describing the arrival model functions were 268 randomly drawn from probability distributions, such that each simulated fish run had a unique 269 shape and timing. Location parameters for both Normal and skew-Normal arrival models were 270 drawn from a Normal distribution with a mean of day 185 (i.e. Julian date corresponding to July 271 4 in non leap years) and standard deviation of 2.5 days. Scale parameters for both Normal and 272 skew-Normal arrival models were drawn from a log-Normal distribution with a mean of ln ሺ7.5ሻ 273 and standard deviation of ln ሺ1.1ሻ. Skewness aside, these distributions for fish run arrival timing 274 (location parameters) and fish run compression (scale parameters) result in runs of approximately 275 D r a f t 14 40 days in length with a peak around July 4. Finally, for simulation scenarios with skew-Normal 276 arrival curves, the shape parameter describing skewness was fixed at a magnitude of 2.0 with the 277 direction of skew randomly chosen for each simulated run (i.e. ߙ is either -2.0 or 2.0), providing 278 a moderate amount of skewness to simulated fish runs (Figure2c). Note, because the direction of 279 skew was randomly chosen, simulation scenarios representing late-entry of weirs where the 280 initial 15% of the run was missed are implemented for both left-and right-skew runs. 281
For each simulated data set with white noise process variation, we fit four statistical 282 models with serially independent process variation-a Normal arrival curve with Normal 283 deviates or with Negative Binomial deviates, and a skew-Normal arrival curve with Normal 284 deviates or with Negative Binomial deviates-to the simulated observed data and estimated 285 missing data following Bayesian implementation detailed above (Table 2) . For simulations to 286 examine the implication of lag-1 serially correlated process variation, we fit six statistical 287 models-Normal arrival curve with serially independent, AR(1), and MA(1), Negative Binomial 288 deviates, and skew-Normal arrival curve with serially independent, AR(1), and MA(1), Negative 289
Binomial deviates (Table 2). Preliminary model analyses indicated Markov chains converged 290
quickly. Subsequently, two parallel chains each with a 5000 iteration burn in period, a thin rate 291 of 10 iterations, and 1000 posterior parameter draws stored were implemented for each model fit. 292
Model convergence was assessed using the Gelman-Brooks-Rubin ܴ statistic (Brooks and 293
Gelman 1998) for the key parameter of interest, derived total run size estimate (i.e. observed 294 passages plus the sum of imputed missing passage counts). 295
In addition to statistical arrival models, we implemented a "connect the dots" linear 296 interpolation estimator commonly used to impute missing data at weirs. The "connect the dots" 297 approach is attractive because of its simplicity to implement, however the approach does not 298 D r a f t 15 characterize the uncertainty about estimates of missing passage counts. With this estimator, 299 missing passage day are estimated using the slope, ݉, of a straight line between the observed 300 passage count days nearest to a missing day or sequence of missing days: 301 302
where "^" indicates an estimated quantity, ‫ݐ‬ is the nearest date with an observed passage count 306 preceding a given missing-observation passage day, and ‫ݐ‬ the nearest date with an observed 307 passage count following a given missing-observation passage day. The "connect the dots" 308 estimator requires dates with observed passage counts both before and after a given missing date, 309 and thus cannot directly interpolate missing tails of the run without additional assumptions. We 310 were unable to identify a standard approach to linearly impute missing data in the tails of runs 311 from published literature. Therefore, we implemented an approach whereby the slope parameter 312 for linear imputation is estimated by drawing a straight line from the maximum observed passage 313 day (as an empirical estimate of the peak of the run) to the first observed passage day in cases 314 when the initial tail of the run is missing, or to the last observed passage day in cases where the 315 terminal tail of the fish run is missing. Subsequently, cumulative passage in the missing 316 tail, ܿ̂௧ , is estimated by taking the area of the triangle formed by extrapolating the estimated 317 slope to a point of zero passage before (after) the first (last) observed passage date when the 318 initial (terminal) tail of the run is missing: 319
is the maximum observed passage count which occurs on date ‫ݐ‬ ௫ , and ܿ ௧ * is the 324 first (last) observed passage count on date ‫ݐ‬ * when cumulative passage in the initial (terminal) 325 tail of the run is to be estimated. 326
A total of 150 data sets were generated for each simulation scenario (Table 2) (Table 3) were made based on the shape of the arrival curve or, in the instance where one or both 360 tails were unobserved, by referencing data collected in previous years from a given system. 361
Sensitivity analyses indicated total run size estimates for case studies were robust to zero passage 362 day placements. Two parallel chains each with a 7500 iteration burn in period, a thin rate of 10 363 iterations, and 1500 posterior parameter draws stored were implemented for model fits. The 364 D r a f t 18 same uninformative priors and convergence diagnostics used to fit statistical arrival models for 365 data simulations (above) were also used for case study data (Table 1) .
Normal or skew-Normal arrival dynamics (Table 4 ; "Weekends off (SN)" and "Weekends off 374 (SN)" scenario). In these scenarios, maximum average bias was only -1.1% of true run size for 375 the SN-N estimator fit to SN-NB arrival dynamics. Statistical estimators indicated precise total 376 run size estimates with 95% HPDI half widths on the order of ± 14-19% of total missed passage 377 (± 4-5% of total run size). DIC support was strongest for the statistical arrival model -process 378 variation combination that matched that from the data generating process. In the case of the 379 Normal arrival dynamics "Weekends off" scenario, DIC support was indicated for a SN-NB 380 model in 30% of the trials; however, the average difference in DIC between the N-NB model and 381
the SN-NB model in these cases was 0.04 DIC units, indicating that the two models were 382 comparably supported by the data (data not shown but available from the authors). 383
Imputation of missing passage counts on scenarios with missed peak run days was 384 generally successful for both the Normal and skew-Normal arrival curve data generating 385 processes simulated. Accuracy and precision of total run estimates were comparable for data 386 simulated under the Normal and skew-Normal arrival models. For example, expected bias of the 387 D r a f t DIC-preferred model (N-NB) under the Normal arrival curve scenario was -0.3% with a HPDI 388 half-width of approximately ± 19% of total missed passage, and the DIC-preferred model (SN-389 NB) under the skew-Normal arrival curve scenario resulted in slightly larger expected bias of -390 2.6% with HPDI half-width of approximately ± 24% of total missed passage (Table 4 ; "±2 days 391 about the peak missed" scenarios). In both scenarios, DIC-based model selection identified the 392 correct approximating model the majority of time. Linear interpolation imputation estimators 393 had performance within the range observed for statistical arrival curve estimators; however, the 394 former was never the best estimator in terms of expected bias, range in bias, and RMSE. 395
Simulation scenarios for which the initial 15% of the run was missed-representing, for 396 example, late installation of a weir in the field-presented a greater range in estimator 397 performance and lower precision when compared against scenarios with missing passage dates 398 within the interior of arrival curves. Accuracy was generally higher for missing tail scenarios 399 with Normal arrival dynamics, resulting in expected biases ranging from 0.5 to 11.4% across 400 estimators, as compared to missing tail scenarios with skew-Normal arrival dynamics, which 401 resulted in expected biases ranging from 6.3 to 17.4 %. DIC-based model selection performed 402 well for the Normal arrival curve scenario, correctly identifying the N-NB model as the best fit 403 model in over 80% of trials (Table 4 ; "First 15% missed (Normal)" scenario); however, DIC-404 based model selection in the case of skew-Normal arrival dynamics indicated ambiguity, 405 supporting both the N-NB and SN-NB as preferred models (Table 4; (Table 4) . 416 417
Simulations: serially correlated process variation 418
Arrival models fit to simulation scenarios for which the initial 15% of the run was missed 419 and which included serially correlated process variation performed comparably in terms of bias 420 to equivalent simulation scenarios with white noise process variation, enjoying good expected 421 accuracy and a relatively tight range in bias outcomes (Table 5) . Highest posterior density 422 interval widths for models fit with serially correlated process variation were greater than 423 equivalent arrival models fit with white noise process variation, indicating that naïve reliance on 424 white noise models when serial correlation is present in a given data set may result in an 425 underestimation of the uncertainty about imputed missed passage (Table 5 ). While DIC-based 426 model selection produced high success in identifying the correct arrival curve model under data 427 simulated with white noise process variation (e.g. Table 5 scenario "First 15% missed (N-WN)"), 428 DIC based model selection performed more poorly with serially correlated simulation data, 429 indicating comparable support for white noise and serially correlated process variation models 430 (e.g. Table 5 scenario "First 15% missed (N-AR(1))"). That said, practical differences in bias 431 performance and HPDI widths were small across the AR(1) versus MA(1) forms of serially 432 correlated process variation. Furthermore, arrival curves fit with serially correlated process 433 D r a f t 21 variation to data simulated with white noise process variation (Table 5 scenario "First 15% 434 missed (N-WN)") indicated comparable bias performance as the "correct" white noise model, 435 and the inflation in subsequent highest posterior interval widths was slight. In such cases when 436 candidate models with serially correlated process variation were fit to data simulated with white 437 noise process variation (i.e. Table 5 scenario "First 15% missed (N-WN)"), serial correlation 438 coefficients were correctly estimated as close to 0.0 (Table S2) . Thus, when faced with 439 ambiguous DIC support for white noise versus serially correlated process variation, we 440 recommend erring on the side of caution and implementing models with serial correlated process 441 variation on the grounds of comparable expected bias performance, and conservative 442 characterization of uncertainty about imputed passage counts. 443
The performance gap between statistical arrival models and linear interpolation widened 444 with inclusion of serially correlated process variation when considering simulation scenarios for 445 which the initial 15% of the run was missed. Both expected bias and maximum observed bias 446 across simulation trials increased substantially for the linear interpolation estimator when faced 447 with AR(1) or MA(1) serially correlated process variation and a missing tail scenario. In some 448 cases, the proposed rule of thumb for linearly interpolating tails of runs produced bias outcomes 449 of over 10,000% (e.g. Table 5 scenario "First 15% missed (N-MA (1)
)"). 450 451
Simulations: arrival curve attributes 452
While not a focus of the present simulation trials, statistical arrival models performed 453 well in reconstructing underlying run curve characteristics (see summary of full results in 454
Supplementary Materials, Table S1-S2). Arrival curve location and spread parameters were 455 estimated with high accuracy, with expected bias for peak run date estimated to within ± 1 day 456 D r a f t 22 and spread parameters to within ± 5% of the true estimate for DIC-preferred models. Arrival 457 curve skew, which was constrained to 2.0 or -2.0 during simulations, was accurately estimated 458 with average absolute bias of 0.1 for the SN-NB model applied to the missing peak days 459 scenarios with skew-Normal arrival and white noise Negative Binomial process variation, and 460 average absolute bias of 0.3 for the SN-NB model applied to missing 15% initial tail scenario 461 with skew-Normal arrival. Similarly, SN-NB models fit to missing data scenarios with Normal 462 arrival dynamics and white noise Negative Binomial process variation produced average 463 skewness estimates close to zero (average absolute value of shape parameter ranged from 0.3 to 464 0.6 across missing data scenarios; Table S1 ). Finally, expected estimates of the degree of serial 465 correlation in the process variation models were accurate for white noise (average ߩ ≈ 0.0), as 466 well as AR(1) and MA(1) serially correlated Negative Binomial process variation models 467 (average ߩ ≈ 0.5; Table S2 ). 468
469
Case Studies 470
The SN-NB was the DIC-preferred model in all but one case study, indicating substantial 471 left and right skew in 4 of 5 of the case studies (Table 6 ; Figure 2d-h) . In one case, Student's t 472 distribution with two degrees of freedom was DIC preferred (Table 6, 
"2000 East Fork 473
Andreafsky River Pink Salmon). A mix of both white noise and serially correlated process 474 variation was supported, depending on the case study. Based upon total run size from the DIC-475 preferred statistical arrival model, imputed passage counts ranged from 15-31% of the total run 476 (Table 6 ). Precision of total run estimates varied, and was not strongly related to the amount of 477 missing passage imputed or the shape of the run. Coho Salmon run (±34.8% of the total run estimate; ±112% of the total imputed missing 486 passage), which exhibited high passage count variability, strong skewness, and missing data in a 487 tail of the run (Figure 2f) . 488
The statistical arrival model total run estimates and those from linear interpolation agreed 489 closely for the case study runs that exhibited relatively smooth and symmetric arrival dynamics 490 (1998 Gisasa Chum and 1998 Gisasa Chinook; Figure 2d-e; Table 6 ); however, the linear 491 interpolator agreed less closely in cases with missing data near peak runs with high passage 492 variability. For example, the maximum observed count for 1998 East Fork Andreafsky Coho 493
(1,104 fish in a run where the total observed count equaled 5,417 fish) was followed by an 494 observed 0 passage day and subsequently observations ceased. Owing to a lack of observations 495 in the remainder of the run, linear imputation for the tail based upon the ad hoc rule outlined 496 above resulted in a 0 fish estimate and underestimate of the run size relative to the DIC-preferred 497 SN-NB-WN statistical arrival model estimate (Table 6) . for overdispersion in count models, but can also reduce to a pure Poisson count process model if 515 the overdispersion parameter is zero. Thus, while we recommend fitting a suite of plausible 516 statistical arrival models and subsequent DIC-based model selection, the SN-NB model may be a 517 reasonable choice to apply to real data for those wishing to avoid fitting large suites of models. 518
Simulations indicated DIC-based model selection could produce ambiguous results in 519 discriminating between white noise or serially correlated process variation in some scenarios. In 520 cases of ambiguous DIC support for models with different process variation autocorrelation 521 structures, we recommend implementing models with serially correlated process variation to err 522 on the side of caution; simulation results indicate no expected loss in bias performance, and 523 while credibility intervals about imputed passage may be inflated by fitting serially correlated 524 D r a f t 25 process variation models to data for which process variation is in reality white noise, the degree 525 of uncertainty inflation may not be great. 526
Statistical arrival model estimators outperformed linear interpolation in most simulation 527 trials; however, the performance gap was not always great, particularly when faced with data 528 with white noise process variation (Table 4) . With white noise process variation simulation 529 scenarios, the proposed rule of thumb for implementing linear interpolation when the tails of a 530 fish run were missed yielded average total run estimates quite close to model-based estimates; 531 however this estimator led to a wider range in bias outcomes and occasionally led to very poor 532 estimation outcomes across simulation trials (Table 4) . When faced with data simulated with 533 serially correlated process variation, the performance gap between statistical arrival models and 534 linear interpolation widened, and the proposed rule of thumb for linearly interpolating missed tail 535 areas could fail dramatically. 536
The comparable performance of linear interpolation against fitted arrival models begs the 537 question as to whether the statistical complication is worth the trouble when imputing missing 538 passages at weirs? For simple applications with only a few missing passage counts occurring at 539 non-peak passage dates, linear interpolation is likely sufficient, producing an accurate estimate of 540 total run size. The model-based framework implemented in a Bayesian framework does, 541 however, present several advantages over linear interpolation. First, particularly in data 542 scenarios exhibiting serially correlated process variation, linear interpolation can fail 543 dramatically, whereas arrival models may produce more stable imputation results. Second, 544 uncertainty estimates about missing passages are produced, providing transparency about the 545 precision of total run size. For example, the total run size estimates from the linear interpolation 546
estimator (7179) (Table 6) a The true run size scalar for simulated fish runs is 10000 in all cases. Performance summaries for arrival model scenarios only include data sets for which all six statistical arrival model fits converged and for which a linear interpolation estimate could be generated (see Methods); number of datasets for arrival scenarios, top to bottom = 129, 147, and 139. Abbreviations: AR(1) = lag-1 autoregressive, D r a f t 38 DIC = Deviance Information Criterion, HPDI = Highest Posterior Density Interval, IQR = inner quartile range, LI = linear interpolation, MA(1) = lag-1 moving average, NB = Negative Binomial, N= Normal, RMSE = root mean squared error, SN = skewNormal, WN = white noise. b Catastrophic failure (>500% bias in the total run size estimate) of the linear interpolation estimate occurred in a small number of datasets generated with serial correlated process error under the scenario of a missing tail (n=2 for the AR(1) scenario and n=3 for the MA(1) scenario). In these cases, the difference in the first observed passage count and the maximum observed passage count is small and the first observed passage count is large (>500) resulting in a relatively small slope for the interpolated tail and an extremely large estimate for the run size. Removing these occasions, the average bias for the linear interpolation is -3.5% and -3.7% for the AR(1) and MA(1) scenarios, respectively; the maximum bias for each is 251.3% (AR(1)) and 204.9% (MA(1)) . The RMSE for the two scenarios after removing these occasions are similarly reduced (5645. 
